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INTRODUCTION {#wcs1389-sec-0001}
============

These are exciting times for scientists interested in trying to figure out how the brain changes as it develops and how these changes somehow give rise to the incredible psychological abilities that grow along with them. Recent years have seen a huge expansion in the number and precision of technologies available to scientists for *noninvasively* studying human brain development.[1](#wcs1389-bib-0001){ref-type="ref"}

Using structural and functional neuroimaging and recording techniques, we can now measure within an individual child the thickness and surface area of all regions of the cerebral cortex---the outermost layer of the brain thought to be the pinnacle of cognitive processing. We can quantitatively assess the shape and volume of specific subcortical structures like the hippocampus, which plays a crucial role in forming memories, or the cerebellum, important for the coordination of movements and motor learning. We can test resting metabolic and blood flow properties at any location within the brain, and we can even measure the localized patterns of brain activity that occur while children are seeing, hearing, speaking, thinking, and learning.

One of the fundamental issues in the study of human brain and cognitive development relates to our individual differences and how these reflect the sequence of developmental changes each person goes through (see Bateson, [Robustness and plasticity in development](http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/wcs.1386/full), *WIREs Cogn Sci*, also in the collection How We Develop). Within this area, we\'re still trying to answer some of the most basic questions: How pronounced are the differences across children (and adults, for that matter) in their anatomical and physiological brain features? Can we ascertain how individual brain differences relate to differences in cognitive processing, emotional sensitivities, social skills, or even academic abilities? How do genes and experience contribute to individual differences in these brain functions?

These newly available measurements are giving us new insights into brain structure and function across the lifespan. Importantly, the more we learn about individual differences in brain development, the more we also appreciate what is common across individuals about our brains.

AN OVERALL IMPRESSION OF GREAT INDIVIDUAL VARIABILITY {#wcs1389-sec-0002}
=====================================================

Although researchers still have many more questions than answers about individual brain development, one thing has become very clear in recent years: The range of variability in a given brain measure across different children of the same age tends to be high in relative proportion to the total variability in that same measure across different periods of development. In addition, many brain measures show complex changes with age, being both nonlinear---varying in the rate of change over time---and nonmonotonic---varying in the direction of change over time. For example, the total surface area of the cerebral cortex---measured as if it were un‐crumpled and flattened to remove its wrinkles---shows a high degree of interindividual variability between the ages of 3 and 20 years (Figure [1](#wcs1389-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}; [movie link](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=-gpK5pu-XJw)). Although cortical area increases, on average, between toddlerhood and about 10 or 11 years of age (near the onset of puberty), cortical area then decreases from adolescence into young adulthood. As can be seen from the data points in Figure [1](#wcs1389-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}, each representing one person, the wide dispersion of individual differences in cortical area remains about the same across different ages. This property, and the fact that the average rises and then falls, means that this measure is not very useful as an index of the phase of brain development or even of chronological age for any one person. A total cortical area of about 180 K mm^2^, e.g., may represent a 3‐year‐old child with a particularly large cortical area for his or her age, a 12‐year‐old with an average cortical area, or an adolescent on the other side of the 'pubertal peak,' heading developmentally in the opposite direction (i.e., decreasing in area, not increasing).

![Individual morphological brain measures. Example measures derived from the segmentation of T1‐weighted MRI scans are plotted for 885 subjects as a function of age: total cortical area in square millimeters by thousands, mean cortical thickness in millimeters, volume of the left hippocampus in cubic millimeters by thousands, and volume of the right thalamus in cubic millimeters by thousands. Colors correspond to different sites and scanners. Symbol size represents subject sex (larger = female, smaller = male). A spline‐fit curve (solid line) with 5 and 95% prediction intervals (dashed lines) are also shown. (Reprinted with permission from Ref [2](#wcs1389-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}. Copyright 2012)](WCS-8-na-g001){#wcs1389-fig-0001}

The development of cortical thickness, however, is quite different (Figure [1](#wcs1389-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). Across the same ages of 3--20 years, the average thickness of the cortex moves only in one direction---decreasing; its changes over time are largely linear in shape, and differences across individuals of the same age are relatively small in comparison to the magnitude of total developmental change in thickness. These characteristics make cortical thickness a much better index of the phase of brain development than cortical surface area. In fact, it can be used to predict a child\'s chronological age with reasonable accuracy, explaining about 50--60% of the variance (depending on age). Although imaging scientists are not exactly sure yet how all of the underlying cellular changes contribute to our imaging measures of cortical thickness and surface area, these differing developmental profiles for the two characteristics are consistent with other evidence suggesting they have distinct genetic influences as well.[3](#wcs1389-bib-0003){ref-type="ref"}

TWO KINDS OF VARIABILITY {#wcs1389-sec-0003}
========================

In essence, then, there are two opposing types of variability that we\'re trying to characterize in brain studies of individual differences: The range of differences across children of the same age and the range of differences across specific periods of development. Although the underlying neurobiological processes that drive this variability are not independent, each kind of variability interferes with our ability to detect and make inferences about the other. As Silvia Bunge and Kirstie Whitaker have so aptly put it, 'An individual differences researcher\'s signal is a developmental researcher\'s noise'[4](#wcs1389-bib-0004){ref-type="ref"} ([link to commentary](http://www.cell.com/current-biology/fulltext/S0960-9822(12)00857-3)).

It turns out that most brain measures available to us are not like cortical thickness in terms of these two kinds of variability. As we examine an ever‐increasing collection of brain features, it appears that the majority of available neuroanatomical and neurophysiological measures show a high degree of variability across same‐aged children in relation to the amount of total developmental change (at least from about the preschool years into young adulthood). Like cortical surface area, measures of the volumes of specific subcortical structures (e.g., thalamus and hippocampus) also show nonmonotonic trends and relatively large individual differences even within healthy, typically developing children (Figure [1](#wcs1389-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). A portion of the variance in these morphological brain measures relates simply to individual differences in the child\'s body size and sex. For example, at all ages and phases of development males tend to have bigger bodies than females on average, and having larger brains goes along with this.

Some measures of the tissue properties and cellular and molecular architecture of gray and white matter seem to have somewhat smaller variability in individual differences than the larger‐scale morphological size and shape measures. Common magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)‐derived measures of tissue microstructure include fractional anisotropy (FA), a measure of the directionality of water movement within tissue, and apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) or mean diffusivity (MD), which both capture the degree to which water moves freely in any direction. These biomarkers of diffusivity have been associated, to some extent, with the degree of myelination that is present within a particular parcel of tissue. Myelin is a fatty sheath that covers the axons of neurons---like insulation around a wire---and improves the speed and reliability of information transfer from one neuron to another (myelin is what makes 'white matter' white). From animal and postmortem human studies, it is known that the brain undergoes increasing myelin deposition across development, and the timing of myelination varies systematically by cortical region: Primary sensory regions (e.g., cortex devoted to touch, vision, and hearing) are the first to myelinate, followed later by transmodal and 'cognitive' association cortex, in sequential fashion. Nevertheless, diffusion measures are far from perfect for assessing myelin content, and they are only slightly better than morphological measures for distinguishing developmental phase---that is, knowing from brain images and imaging measures whether we\'re looking at a child, an adolescent, or an adult. As with all of our imaging techniques, we are constantly improving our methods for more accurately measuring the underlying neurobiology.[5](#wcs1389-bib-0005){ref-type="ref"}

This generally high degree of interindividual variability would appear to paint a rather bleak picture for the ability of developmental researchers to make sense of the multitudinous and highly complex changing attributes that make one phase of brain development different from another. And if we can\'t reliably distinguish different phases of brain development, our prospects are dim for figuring out how cognitive development relates mechanistically to such changes. It is important to keep in mind, however, that the vast majority of developmental studies to date have examined brain measures only in isolation, as separate features. Although a perfectly reasonable starting point, this approach is probably not the best way to understand such a highly multifactorial and temporally complex collection of interweaving biological processes.

A MULTIDIMENSIONAL APPROACH REVEALS GREAT DEVELOPMENTAL REGULARITY DESPITE INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES {#wcs1389-sec-0004}
=================================================================================================

In 2012, the collaborative group of the Pediatric Imaging, Neurocognition, and Genetics (PING) Study[6](#wcs1389-bib-0006){ref-type="ref"} reported the results of a novel multidimensional analysis of a large neuroimaging dataset[2](#wcs1389-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"} ([UCSD Health Sciences press release](http://health.ucsd.edu/news/releases/Pages/2012-08-16-brain-measurement-to-assess-childs-age.aspx)). Capitalizing on the combination of many key advances in acquiring and integrating different kinds of brain scans, extracting new and more precise measures from these images, and novel multidimensional modeling approaches, we wondered if it was possible to integrate information across lots of developing brain characteristics and examine their interrelations to get a deeper understanding of brain development as an integrated process ([Cell Press video abstract](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=5bsZJTjrqi0)). Using methods devised by us for this purpose, we demonstrated in 885 individuals between the ages of 3 and 20 years that it is possible to predict the age of a person within about one year on average using a set of 231 neuroanatomical biomarkers measured with MRI. These biomarkers included measures of brain morphology, diffusivity, and signal intensity (essentially normalized image 'brightness'). We chose these particular brain measures before we tested the model, based on previous cross‐sectional and longitudinal research that has found significant developmental (i.e., age) differences in them from preschool ages into young adulthood. We also included some new measures that had not been examined before but that we suspected would also be sensitive to developmental changes and, therefore, would contribute to a model predicting an individual\'s chronological age.

Importantly, we built in several safeguards against overfitting, which is a primary concern when modeling so many variables. If a predictive model overfits the data, the resulting statistics will be artificially inflated and will give a misleading impression about how well the model predicts the variable of interest (in this case age). A simple way to test for overfitting is to calculate and plot the proportion of variance explained by the model (called the coefficient of determination) as a function of different sample sizes. Since our coefficient of determination increased and did not decrease with increasing sample sizes, we could be reasonably sure that the model was not overfitting. We also cross‐validated our results, which is a test of the reliability of the findings. One way to cross‐validate is to randomly split the data points into two halves and test the model independently within each half data set, looking for the same result. We used leave‐one‐out cross‐validation, which is computationally more demanding but produces similar results without the split‐half drawback of randomly producing noncomparable half data sets.

Amazingly, more than 92% of the variance in age across individuals was explained by our model using a multidimensional analysis of these brain features (Figure [2](#wcs1389-fig-0002){ref-type="fig"}). On average across the ages of 3--20 years, at any given age there was only about 1 year of variance among individuals in their biologically measured phase of brain development. This was a surprising result given the variability in individual differences that we observe for most individual brain measures (for comparison, see Figure [1](#wcs1389-fig-0001){ref-type="fig"}). What this finding reveals is that developmental alterations in the fundamental brain tissue biology and neural architecture are much more tightly linked to chronological age throughout childhood and adolescence than we previously knew. By combining multiple brain measures in our analytic approach, and capturing their interrelations, we were able to pull out a strong signal for developmental phase despite the widely varying individual differences that exist at any given age in any single measure.

![Multidimensional prediction of age. For 885 individuals, estimated brain age is plotted as a function of actual chronological age. Colors correspond to different sites and scanners. Symbol size represents subject sex (larger = female, smaller = male). A spline‐fit curve (solid line) with 5 and 95% prediction intervals (dashed lines) is also shown. (Reprinted with permission from Ref [2](#wcs1389-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}. Copyright 2012)](WCS-8-na-g002){#wcs1389-fig-0002}

Our approach also had the advantage of being able to identify which types of brain measures were the best predictors at each part of the age range (Figure [3](#wcs1389-fig-0003){ref-type="fig"}). Interestingly, from the preschool years until about 11 years of age, changes in the 'brightness' of tissues within subcortical structures explained the most variance in age (black line). From the ages of about 11 to 15 years, changes in white matter tracts likely related to increasing myelination (blue line) were the strongest age predictor, rising to the top of the heap. Measures of the volumes of subcortical brain structures explained the most variance in the age range from about 15 to 17 years old (red line). One of the most interesting results was that water diffusion properties within the gray matter of deep brain structures was the strongest contributor to the prediction of age between 17 and 20 years (purple line). This is notable since few researchers to date have been paying close attention to diffusion measures outside of the cerebral white matter.

![Age‐varying contributions of different imaging measures to the prediction of age. The relative contributions of separate morphological, diffusivity, and signal intensity measures within different brain structures are plotted as a function of age. Colors correspond to measure and structure type (dark blue, cortical area; green, cortical thickness; red, subcortical volumes; light blue, diffusion within white matter tracts; dark pink, diffusion within subcortical ROIs; gold, T2 signal intensity within white matter tracts; black, T2 signal intensity within subcortical regions of interest. Contributions are computed as units of the proportion of total explained variance. (Reprinted with permission from Ref [2](#wcs1389-bib-0002){ref-type="ref"}. Copyright 2012)](WCS-8-na-g003){#wcs1389-fig-0003}

It is important to note that this study, like many that attempt to make inferences about human development, relied entirely on cross‐sectionally collected data. That is, we collected brain measurements once in many different individuals at different ages and rely on the assumption that these individuals are representative of the populations at these different ages. Alternatively, developmental scientists can study the same group of individuals over time, making repeated brain measurements as they age. This kind of longitudinal approach is required for truly characterizing *changes* and for making the strongest inferences about developmental processes, instead of having to merely *infer* developmental changes from the measurements of different age groups. Despite their obvious scientific advantages, longitudinal studies of brain development are still less common than cross‐sectional studies, due in part to the practical challenges associated with recruiting and retaining participants for long periods of time. One way to reduce the chances of making misleading developmental inferences in cross‐sectional studies is to use large, representative sample sizes that are reasonably well matched on demographic characteristics across age. Recent research comparing this kind of cross‐sectional data (from PING) to longitudinal results using the same brain measures shows striking similarity between cross‐sectionally and longitudinally derived developmental trajectories.[7](#wcs1389-bib-0007){ref-type="ref"} For the purposes of developmental phase prediction, one would expect that longitudinal data would only improve our ability to accurately predict an individual\'s age using neuroanatomical measures.

Overall, the results from our age prediction study suggest that throughout human development the patterns of changes that occur within the brain in the macro‐level sizes of various structures and in the cellular and molecular tissue architecture are cascading across the brain in a very systematic way. As developmentalists, we seek to understand what makes one phase of maturation or development characteristically different from another. Until recently, we have been sorely underperforming on this prospect, unable to use brain measures to reliably distinguish between individuals of even several years apart in age. With the development of this phase metric approach, we showed for the first time that many brain measures can be used to reliably identify an individual\'s chronological age within several months to a year on average (depending on age). This means that we now have a relatively rich multidimensional model of developmental phase---one that captures features that reliably define different points in time---in this case spanning ages 3--20 years. So, despite still needing to critically unpack and better understand these characteristics and their complex developmental relationships, this ability to predict an individual\'s chronological age represents significant progress. Somewhat counter‐intuitively, by trying to better capture the differences across individuals in the complex profile of neuroanatomical features, we actually uncovered new evidence that, from preschool ages into young adulthood, people of the same age are strikingly similar to each other in the aggregate state of their development. In other words, despite numerous apparent differences in any single brain characteristic at a given age, we still bear in our brains the indelible stamp of our position along the trajectory of human development.

These findings are heartening for those of us conducting research in the field, whose primary hope is an improved understanding of the neural mechanisms underlying the development of mental functioning. With improved models of typical human brain development, which better capture the distinguishing multidimensional characteristics at different ages and phases of growth, we should be in a better position to relate these phases to the timing of particular changes in cognitive development. In addition, multidimensional models might also help us identify phases of brain development that are particularly relevant to neurodevelopmental disorders, which can emerge at different points in childhood and adolescence (see D\'Souza and Karmiloff‐Smith, [Neurodevelopmental disorders](http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/wcs.1398/full), *WIREs Cogn Sci*, also in the collection How We Develop).

WHAT ABOUT INDIVIDUAL DIFFERENCES IN BRAIN ACTIVITY? {#wcs1389-sec-0005}
====================================================

As always with scientific research, new findings inspire new questions. Our initial study focused only on anatomical and tissue property features, which are relatively stable and static measures in the sense that they may not change much over short time periods (i.e., within seconds, minutes, or hours). Measures of brain function or physiology, however, as examined using tools like functional MRI (fMRI), electroencephalography (EEG), and magnetoencephalography (MEG), change robustly and dynamically over mere milliseconds and seconds in relation to sensory events, cognitive demands, and changing brain states. Several new questions about brain function arise from the recent neuroanatomical findings. For example, do dynamic patterns of brain activity show similar developmental regularity across age, or are individual differences in physiological measures much more pronounced (see Bick and Nelson, [Early experience and brain development](http://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/10.1002/wcs.1387/full), *WIREs Cogn Sci*, also in the collection How We Develop)?

Because of the fleeting and dynamic nature of functional brain signals, they add another level of complexity to our experiments. For one thing, cognitive state and behavioral task performance need to be tracked because brain activity is closely tied to these factors. Researchers must work very hard not to mistake potentially confounding factors like task performance and head motion for developmental or individual differences in brain anatomy and activity.[8](#wcs1389-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [9](#wcs1389-bib-0009){ref-type="ref"}, [10](#wcs1389-bib-0010){ref-type="ref"}, [11](#wcs1389-bib-0011){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#wcs1389-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#wcs1389-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"}, [14](#wcs1389-bib-0014){ref-type="ref"} This can be difficult to accomplish in imaging studies with children,[15](#wcs1389-bib-0015){ref-type="ref"}, [16](#wcs1389-bib-0016){ref-type="ref"}, [17](#wcs1389-bib-0017){ref-type="ref"}, [18](#wcs1389-bib-0018){ref-type="ref"}, [19](#wcs1389-bib-0019){ref-type="ref"}, [20](#wcs1389-bib-0020){ref-type="ref"}, [21](#wcs1389-bib-0021){ref-type="ref"}, [22](#wcs1389-bib-0022){ref-type="ref"} where small‐magnitude motion artifacts in particular can have insidious effects on the results of developmental differences and changes in imaging variables because of its strong and systematic correlation with age. Although the potentially distorting effects of subject motion can never be ruled out entirely, significant progress is being made to improve the integrity and reliability of our brain measures so they more accurately reflect the underlying biology and its changes. The PING data set used in the age prediction study were collected using real‐time prospective motion correction (PROMO), which has been shown to significantly reduce such artifacts in raw brain images, processed measures such as those used here, and in clinical radiological judgments.[8](#wcs1389-bib-0008){ref-type="ref"}, [12](#wcs1389-bib-0012){ref-type="ref"}, [13](#wcs1389-bib-0013){ref-type="ref"} Despite these continuing challenges, carefully collected, localized brain activity measures that use new techniques like PROMO to combat artifacts should provide valuable physiological evidence that can be more directly linked to individual differences in information processing than anatomy alone.[23](#wcs1389-bib-0023){ref-type="ref"}, [24](#wcs1389-bib-0024){ref-type="ref"} This will provide us with even greater power to relate the developing neurobiology to developing psychological functions.

CONCLUSION {#wcs1389-sec-0006}
==========

With the growing availability of a wide array of noninvasive experimental tools for measuring brain structure and function, our view of human brain development and our understanding of individual differences are rapidly evolving. Using these tools with developing children---from preschool age into early adulthood---we can now estimate an individual\'s chronological age within about one year using only measures of brain anatomy. This capability, which comes from the integrated consideration of many brain measures, comes as a bit of a surprise to those of us who have long been examining the development of brain features one measure at a time. The complex, multidimensional cascade of the brain\'s growing anatomy represents a developing phenotype that unfolds with systematic timing regardless of the great individual differences children may show within any single measure at any given age. There is clearly much left to discover about individual brain differences and similarities and how they relate to cognitive development.
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